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 Abstract: Home security is the primary aspect in our daily life. 
But now due to busy life of people leave their houses for longer 
times when compared to previous generation. The chances of 
miss-happenings have been increased tremendously in last few 
years. So to overcome this problem we go for smart home 
automation techniques using IoT.  The proposed system has 
various features like ESP based internet monitoring system, 
moisture, temperature sensing and fire security system. It makes 
use of wireless sensor networks to note down the various 
properties and environmental factors continuously. Various 
sensor nodes are employed at different locations in the home. 
Monitoring these constraints by any remote device or internet 
services is the major operation performed by interfacing sensors, 
Wi-Fi with ARM7 microcontroller. These days many useful 
technologies are available that helps our life comfort, luxurious 
and secure. Especially internet technologies bring up many 
applications for present and future generations. Present world 
mostly is being controlled by internet. Previously internet is 
limited to only computers but because of the advancement in 
technology especially in mobile communication, now internet is 
completely being accessed by latest smart phones. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The inter of things is network of an physical devices, home 
appliances, and vehicles other items that embedded with an 
electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and connectivity 
which enable that objects to connects and exchange data. IoT 
allow an object to-be in sensed or to control remotely across 
an existing network infrastructure, creating opportunity to 
more direct an integration of physical worlds into computers 
based system and the resulting in improves efficiency, 
accuracy and the economic benefit additions to reduce human 
intervention. When IoT is an augment with a sensors and the 
actuators, technology become an instance from the  more 
general classes of cyber-physical systems which also be 
encompasses technology such as smart grids, virtual power 
plants, smart homes, intelligent transportation and smart 
cities. 

"Things", in IoT sense can be refer to wide range of  device 
such the heart monitoring implants, biochip transponders on 
the farm animal, camera streaming in live feed of a wild 
animal in the coastal waters, automobiles with the built-in 
sensors, the DNA analysis device for an environmental/ food/ 
pathogen monitoring, or field operations device that assist 
fire-fighters in search and rescue operations. Legal scholar 
suggest regarding the "things" as inextricable mixture  an 
software, hardware, data and services". 

These devices are collects useful data with help of a various 
existing technology and  the autonomously flow data 
between the other devices Room temperature control and fire 
alarm systems is a design involving ARM 7  based controller 
and variety of sensors  in controlling, lighting and  
temperature of a room or closed area. The major features of 
the design are to senses the fire accidents and deploy 
preventive measures by controlling the sprinklers.    

1.1 SCOPE OF STUDY  
In the scope of the study which need for completion of 
project involve as following criteria:  

1. Architecture ARM7 knowledge  
2. ARM7 program within a C language. 

 
         1.2 PROJECT SIGNIFICANT  

By completing this project, 
1. We hope we can com -up with the greater data 

accuracy, frequent reading, and improved 
performance.  

2. It is an affordable system that upgrades the system 
already installed to the agriculture field or any 
applications.  

3. Using this system, owners of the agriculture field will 
notified directly from the server whenever the 
intrusion occurs.  

4. The message gives immediate alert to  owner.  
 

2. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT 
  
This chapter was briefly explain about Hardware 
Implementations of project. It's discussed in  design and it will 
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work of designing with help of the block diagrams and circuit 
diagram and the explanation of circuit diagram in details. It 
will explain feature, serial communication, timer 
programming, interrupts of the ARM7 micro-controller. It's 
also explain various module uses in this project. 

2.1 Project Design  
Implementation of project designing can divided in to two 
parts. 

 Hardware implementation and 
 Firmware implementations 

Hardware implementations deals for drawing schematic on a 
plane paper accordance to  application, testing schematic 
designing over bread-board using various IC to be find if it 
design and meets objective, carries out PCB layouts of 
schematic test on bread-board, finally preparing board and 
tests the design hardware. The project were design and a 
principle were explain in this chapter that using in block 
diagram and it circuit diagram. The block diagram were 
discuss about require the component of design and then 
working in condition were explain using in circuit diagram 
and the system wiring diagram. 
 
                   2.2 MICRO CONTROLLER 
 
Based on Processor side of Embedded System are mainly 
divides into the 3 types 
1. Micro-Processor: - are for purpose   eg : our personal 
computer 
2. Micro Controller: - are for a specific application, because of 
a cheaper cost will go for these 
3. DSP (Digital Signal Processor) :- are for the high and a 
sensitive application purpose.  
 A Block diagram of designed is as shows in Fig.1 It's 
consist of power supplied unit, microcontroller, Temperature 
sensor, fire sensor, sprinkler, ldr, buzzer, dc fan ,relay, 
sprinkler and LCD. The briefly description of each unit is 
explained as follows.  
 

 

Figure 1: Block diagram for IOT based Agriculture field 
control 
The LPC2141/ 42/ 44/ 46/ 48 micro-controllers were base on  
16bit/32bit ARM7TDMI-S CPU with a real-time emulator and 
embedded trace that supports combined micro-controller with 
an embedded high-speed flash memory ranges from the 32kB 
to 512kB. A 128bit wide of memory of interface and unique 
accelerators architecture that enables 32bit code executions at 
an maximum clock rates. For a critical code the sizes of 
applications that the other 16 bit Thumb mode reduced code 
by a more than a 30 % with a minimal performance 
consequence. Due toward their a tiny ranges and low-power 
consumptions, LPC2141/ 42/ 44/ 46/ 48 are the ideals for an 
application where the miniaturization is key requirement such 
as to access controls and point of sale. A serial communication 
interface ranging from USB 2.0 Full speed device the multiple 
UART, SPI, SSP to I2Cbus and on chip SRAM of 8kB up to a 
40kB, makes these the device very well for suited to 
communicate gateways and the protocol converter, voice 
recognition, soft modems and low end of imaging that will 
provide both large buffered size and a high processed power. 
The various 32 bit timers and single or a dual 10 bit ADC(s), 
10bit DAC, PWM channel and 45 fast GPIO's line with up the 
nine edges or level sensitive external interrupted pins that 
makes micro-controller suitable for the industrial controls and 
the medical system.   
 Firmware implementation deal with programming 
microcontroller, so that be able to control operation of IC’s 
use in implementation. In present works, we used Orcad 
designed software for the PCB circuit design. Keil µv 4 
software development tools to be write and then compile 
source code, which were been write into C language. Flash 
magic programmer has used for write this and compiles a code 
into micro-controller.  

3. SOFTWARE TOOLS  
 Orcad 
 Flash Magic 
 Keil  µVision4 

 Orcad is use to drawing schematic diagrams, it's 
mention above. Keilµv4 and Flash magic are two software 
tools that are use to program an microcontroller. Working of 
an each software tools explain below in details. 
 

3.1 Programming the code description 
 

 Compiler for high-level language that help to be 
reduce the production time, to program a LPC2148 micro-
controller the Keil µv 4 is to used. A programming is to done 
in embedded C language or an Assembly language. Keil µv 4 
is suite for executable and open source software developments 
tool for microcontrollers to hosted on Windows platforms. 

One the difficulty of a programming micro-
controllers is limit amount of an resources programmer to be 
deal with it. In the personal computer resources such as a 
RAM and the processing speed will basically limitless when 
will compare to micro-controllers. In contrast, code on the 
micro-controllers should below on the resource like possible. 
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3.2 Keil Compiler 
Keil compiler is the software use where machine 

language code will written and then compiled. Then after 
compilation, machine source code is be convert into an hex-
code which's to dump into micro-controller for further 
process. Keil compiler are also to support a C language code. 

Compilation of C program that convert it in machine 
language file. This is only the language micro-controller will 
understand and it contain original code convert it into an hexa-
decimal format. During this step there are some warning about 
eventual errors in the program. If there no errors and warnings 
then run program and system will perform all require tasks 
then it behave as expected software developed. If not, the 
whole procedure will have to be repeated again. Below figures 
2 and 3 shows the compilation of the program. 

 

Figure 2: Compilation of source Code. 

 

Figure 3: Run process of compiled Code. 

3.3 Flash magic 
  Flash Magic PC tools for a programming 
flash base micro-controller from the NXP using serial or an 
Ethernet protocols while in target hardware. The figures 4 and 
5 below shows how baud rates are selected for micro-
controller and how are register are erase before device were 
programmed. 

 

      

 

 

 

  Figure 4: Dumping of the code into Microcontroller 

 

Figure 5: Dump process finished  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1Executed model: 

By utilizing the electronic components discussed in previous 
chapters the below shown embedded system is created.  
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Figure 6:  photocopy of home automation system using IoT. 

 

Figure 7:  thing speak website in which automated home 
parameters are shown. 

4.2 Working procedure 
 

The embedded kit uses 802.11 WiFi  protocol to operate. The 
main objectives in embedded system are monitoring 
temperature, fire accidents  and lightening conditions of a 
room or closed environment. 
For this purpose three sensors are used. They are: 

1. LDR  for measuring the light intensity of room. 
2. LM35 for measuring the temperature of the room. 
3. Fire Sensor for detecting fire in the room. 

 
By sensing these parameters the other devices are 
automatically controlled. 

They are ,  
1. LED which is controlled by LDR sensor. 
2. Cooling fan which is control by  temperature 

sensor(LM35) 
3. And sprinkler to sprinkle water when fire is 

detected. 
The entire system parameters are being uploaded by 
using ESP module. It’s the main USART(universal 
synchronous and asynchronous receivers transmitter)  
The main controlling element of system is LPC2148.  
 

  

    
 
 

               Figure 8: LCD display of temperature, fire and light 
which is connected to a server. 

 

 
 
 
Figure 9:  temperature graph of  home automation kit 
using IoT. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 10:  fire graph of home automation kit using IoT. 
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Figure 11:  Light graph of  home automation kit 
using IoT. 
 
 

5.CONCLUSION 

In this paper we created a smart home scenario and designed 
IoT massages satisfying the scenario requirements using 
ARM7 processor and Thing speak platform for monitoring. 
We implemented the system in hardware and verified the 
system operation.  Utilized it as a smart home IoT platform to 
build a room temperature to control and fire alarm/suppression 
system Also We have added automatic lightening control 
systems using low cost modules. Global access to IoT services 
is possible and server maintenance difficulties can be 
eliminated. In general, global access is possible without 
separately providing public IP, making it well suited for an 
individual or a small business IoT service establishment. 
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